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Figure 1.  Example of 8th Grade Student Work in response to watching the Video of Global 

Water Vapor Movement as a preliminary activity to the condensation experiments. 
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Figure 2  Example eighth-grade student expectations and thoughts about phases prior to doing 

the condensation experiment.  Note the initial disconnect between the comments made in 

sections 2a and 2b: bubbles are made of carbon dioxide, but also the water turns into gas. 
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Figure 3  Annotated example of eighth-grade student predictions prior to doing the condensation 

experiment. Allowing students to make predictions about the experiments before doing it 

provides time to get familiar with the equipment and think about what might happen. This can 

heighten students’ awareness when things they either anticipated or did not anticipate happen. In 

addition, this activity can alert the teacher to preconceived ideas.  For example, in the student 

work below, the idea of heat transfer is present (although missing the idea of latent heat) but the 

idea of transfer of matter is missing. 
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Figure 4.  Example student feedback on a trial run of the experiment—in response to the 

question “What surprised you?” 
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Figure 5.  Example graph of beaker water temperature versus time after doing the condensation 

experiments. Graph shows a sharp change in slope once water vapor begins to condense at the 

end of the tube, an observation that became a key part of understanding the results and arguing 

from evidence about the release of latent heat.  Data are shown from two different eighth-grade 

student groups (groups 2 and 7) in the same class period. 
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Figure 6.  Example 8th grade student work analyzing the results of the condensation experiment.  

In this case, the students does not recognize or differentiate the initial rate of temperature change 

from the rate after vapor condensation begins, which is seen in Figure 5 and prompted by the two 

different temperature-change rates asked for in the table. 
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Figure 7  Annotated examples of eighth grade student formative assessment shortly after doing 

the condensation experiment.  The students are responding to the assignment:  Label the drawing 

of your experiment with the words flask, beaker, tubing, hot plate, water is evaporating, water 

vapor is condensing, heat energy added to the system, hidden heat energy is given off, hidden 

heat energy transported (arrow), water vapor transported (arrow), air transported (arrow). 

Where matter and energy are moving draw in arrows to indicate the direction of movement and 

label the arrows with what is moving. 
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Figure 8.  Annotated examples of eighth grade student initial efforts to apply the results of their 
condensation experiment to modeling the global water cycle.  This activity also serves as a formative 
assessment.  The students are responding to the assignment:  On the water cycle diagram provided, 
label the same parts and processes listed above (listed in Figure 7.) 
 

 
  

Formative Assessment of two students’ understanding of the relationship between the condensation experiment 
and the movement of heat and water in the water cycle, done the day after the experiment but before more 
substantial discussion and analysis of the results.  Students were asked to indicate which parts of the water cycle 
corresponded to the flask, the tube, and the beaker, and where heat was added, where heat was transported, and 
where heat was released.  The first student does not indicate the transport of heat with the movement of water 
vapor in the top arrow.  The second student models most condensation happening in the tubing rather than in the 
beaker, a misunderstanding also noted in Fig. 7.
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Figure 9.  Annotated example summative assessment of the connection between the 

condensation experiment and the water cycle (eighth-grade student example).  In this case, the 

assessment followed additional studies of the atmosphere and surface and ground water runoff 

than is addressed in the 6-day unit shown in Fig. 8 of the main article, Classroom-Scale 

Experiments in System-Scale Modeling. 

 

 

A portion of a Summative Assessment done at the end of the unit after a couple weeks 
of discussing the water cycle and the experimental results.  This assessment is for the 
same 8th grade student as in the initial expectations in Fig. 3 and the first of the 
annotated examples in Figs. 7 and 8, reflecting a progressive improvement in 
understanding of the heat transport by water vapor as well as ideas addressed in other 
parts of the unit (heat from the sun, ideas of infiltration, effect of rising air on 
condensation).  The student still has not quite got the idea that ‘hidden’ heat is being 
released by the condensing water vapor, not simply by air that is cooling.  The full 
summative assessment, along with an example student performance, are available in the 
online resources.
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Example of summative assessment—8th grade student 
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